Existing fixed pattern noise reduction (FPNR) methods are easily affected by the motion state of the scene and working condition of the image sensor, which leads to over smooth effects, ghosting artifacts as well as slow convergence rate. To address these issues, we design an innovative cascade convolution neural network (CNN) model with residual skip connections to realize single frame blind FPNR operation without any parameter tuning. Moreover, a coarse-fine convolution (CF-Conv) unit is introduced to extract complementary features in various scales and fuse them to pick more spatial information. Inspired by the success of the visual attention mechanism, we further propose a particular spatial-channel noise attention unit (SCNAU) to separate the scene details from fixed pattern noise more thoroughly and recover the real scene more accurately.
Introduction
Infrared focal plane arrays (IRFPAs), being the visual sensors of staring infrared imaging systems, have been widely used in various military and civilian applications [1] [2] [3] . However, IRFPAs are
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Scheme of FPNR
The response of each detector in IRFPA can be represented by the following linear model
where ij x and ij y are the actual radiation and observed response of the ( ) , i j detector, ij g and ij o denote the gain noise and offset noise, respectively [32] .
The goal of the FPNR is to remove the FPN from the observed response and calculate the actual radiation with the estimated calibration parameters. According to the linear response model defined As for RB-FPNR methods, the black body was employed as the reference source to provide the practical radiance in different temperature, and then the response of IRFPA are collected and applied to calculate the calibration parameters, for the widely used two-point calibration, ˆi j W can be solved by the linear equation
and the mean response of low and high temperature radiation are given by (5) where L ij Y and H ij Y represent the response of low and high temperature scene, respectively.
For SB-FPNR methods, the ˆi j W is generally estimated by minimizing the following objective
where α and λ are the scalar for properly weighting the fidelity term against the regularization term, the target image ij T is acquired by the local spatial filtering approach, and p indicates the norm of the penalty function.
For the NN-FPNR [17] and FA-FPNR [33] methods, the objective function is simplified by assigning 0 λ = . On the contrary, the fidelity term is removed by setting 0 α = and the penalty term is formulated as Φ = ∇ in the TV-FPNR [34] method.
To minimize the objective function ij J , the steepest descent algorithm is used to iteratively search the optimum solution of calibration parameters formulated by ( )
where ij µ represents the learning rate, ( ) D ⋅ denotes the partial derivative operation.
Distinguishingly, the proposed CNN-FPNR method employs CNN to directly estimate the calibration parameter ˆi j W from single observation ij Y without any pre-calibration or iteratively optimization.
Visual Attention Mechanism
One important property of human visual perception is that one tends to avoid processing a whole image at once and focuses attention selectively on parts of the visual space to acquire information when and where it is needed, and then combines information from different fixations over time to build up an internal decision making for the image [35] . Enlightened by the human perception process, several tentative efforts have applied attention mechanism to structural prediction tasks such as image or video classification, image segmentation [36] and image caption [37] . However, recent works use hard pooling to select the most probably attentive region in the spatial domain, which is liable to lose detail information and decrease attention accuracy. More seriously, this attention strategy is only applied in the last convolution layer and limits the receptive field, which inevitably weakens the capability of spatial attention [38] [39] . Besides the spatial attention, Chen et al. proposed a semantic attention mechanism to select the relevant features based on context semantics in image caption tasks [40] . As for FPNR tasks, the feature reflecting the characteristics of noise and image details are mixed together, which seriously disturbs the estimation of calibration parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to explicitly model the interdependence between feature channels for selecting the task related features, which will be of benefit to improving the performance of the CNN model.
In view of this, a novel attention mechanism will be proposed to pay more attention to the noise related pixels and features in both of spatial and channel domain to improve the calibration accuracy.
Dilation and Sub-pixel Convolution
Dilation convolution generally employed to enlarge the receptive filed and extract the coarsegrained information without additional computational complexity. Lai [41] showed that dilated convolutions were helpful for pixel-level segmentation tasks. DCSR [42] introduced the dilation convolution in image super resolution tasks and achieved effective results. However, dilation operator often produces blind spots in the receptive filed, which is caused by adopting the same filter with various dilation factors at different ranges.
As for fine-grained contexture extraction, the sub-pixel convolution fuses multi-channel features to extract the sub-pixel information and reposition the features in pixel level [43] . The sub-pixel convolution has been investigated and utilized to combat the checkboard artifacts appeared in flow estimation and semantic segmentation [44] .
In view of this, we propose a mixed convolutional layer combining dilated convolutions, subpixel convolutions and standard convolutions to extract the multi-grained features for improving the calibration accuracy.
Proposed Method
In order to realize the scene adaptive single frame FPNR and eliminate the ghosting artifacts as well as over smooth effects, we proposed a cascade residual CNN-FPNR method. As shown in 
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Offset noise reduction subnetwork Figure 1 . Scheme of the proposed cascade residual CNN-FPNR method
Architecture of the Proposed CNN Model
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the FPN consists of two different types of noise. Removing the mixed FPN through single CNN model would inevitably lead to detail loss in the calibrated results. In view of this, two noise reduction subnetworks are cascaded to respectively remove the gain noise and offset noise, the whole network architecture is shown in Figure 2 . Moreover, since the input image and output image are highly correlated, it is sufficient to directly estimate the calibration parameters from the input image using residual learning strategy. In each noise reduction subnetwork, five feature extraction blocks (FEBs) consists of CF-Conv unit and SCNAU are stacked to refine the noise related features, while the last convolution layer consists of a single filter with kernel size 1 1 × is introduced to fuse channel wise information and output the estimated calibration parameters.
In gain noise calibration subnetwork, the residual layer with skip connection multiply the input image by the estimated gain calibration parameter ˆi j G to remove the fixed stripe gain noise, which can be formulated as =
where G C indicates the gain noise calibrated image,  denotes the dot product operator.
For the offset noise calibration, the calibration parameter ˆi j O is added to the gain noise calibrated image G C to further suppress the additive offset noise, which can be represented as
Gain noise reduction subnetwork Offset noise reduction subnetwork ij Gˆi j O Figure 2 . The network architecture of the proposed CNN-FPNR method
Coarse-Fine Convolution Unit
As for convolutional network based pixel-level prediction problems, the restoration performance is highly influenced by the rich contextual information extracted by convolutional kernels.
However, it is worthless to directly enlarge the receptive field for capturing larger scale contextual information, which will cause additional computational complexity and memory consumption [43] .
In this work, we propose a CF-Conv unit to pick and fuse rich multi-grained spatial wise features comprehensively. As can be seen in Figure introduced to perform feature reduction and fuse cross-grained information [45, 46] . The design follows the practical intuition that visual information should be processed at various granularities and then aggregated. This technique will be meticulously discussed in Section 4.2.
Filter Concatenation
Previous Layer
Next Layer The detail configuration of the CF-Conv unit is given in Table 1 . According to previous experiments, the 3 3 × sized filter shows excellent feature extraction ability in image super resolution and denoising tasks [45] . Therefore, the filter size of CF-Conv unit is restricted to 3×3.
Dia-Conv
Moreover, zero-padding was applied to make sure the output of each layer shares the same dimension with the input feature. 
Spatial-Channel Noise Attention Unit
In FPNR tasks, the feature map directly extracted by CNN is the aggregate of image detail and fixed pattern noise related features, which will cause detail loss in the calibrated results. In view of this, we will propose a spatial-channel attention mechanism to separate the mixed features to improve correction accuracy. Recent works have demonstrated the performance of CNN can be improved by explicitly embedding visual attention mechanisms, which helps to capture spatial correlations without requiring additional supervision [36] . The attention mechanisms can be categorized as spatial domains and channel domains. The spatial attention mechanism attempts to pay more attention to the noise-related regions instead of considering each feature map equally. In other words, the spatial attention serves as a pattern selector and depresses the clutter background and unconcerned features in the spatial domain. Unlike spatial attention, the channel attention mechanism performs as a feature selector and refines the features by assigning dynamic weight for different channels. Specially speaking, channel attention mechanism can be applied to enhance the noise related features and suppress the detail related features for estimating the calibration parameters more precisely.
Inspired by the recent visual attention mechanism, we present noise feature refining SCNAU in this paper. As shown in Figure 4 , each SCNAU consists of three branches called spatial attention branch, trunk branch and channel attention branch, respectively. Specifically, spatial attention branch is constructed with stacked convolutional layers, and the trunk branch is carried out by identity mapping. In addition, the channel attention branch consists of a global average pooling layer followed by a set of full connect operation. The detail configuration of the SCNAU is listed in Table 2 . Worthy of note is the last activation layer in each attention branch is activated by the sigmoid function, which normalizes the output to range [0, 1]. The mechanism of SCNAU can be mathematically represented as
where s f stands for the spatial attention mask, the c f means the channel attention mask,
represents the spatial-channel mask responding to the input x , the sc x indicates the refined features. The operator  and ⊗ denotes as the pixel wise multiplication and the channel-wise multiplication, respectively. 
Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we will describe the training strategy and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed CF-Conv and SCNAU for noise reduction, the related experiments are applied on an independent testing data set Set12 which was collected in [25] . Subsequently, we will verify the effectiveness of our proposed CNN-FPNR method on both of artificially corrupted simulation data and real noisy data with the traditional scene based NN-FPNR [17] , FA-FPNR [33] , TV-FPNR [34] method and deep learning based DLSNUC [30] and ICSRN [32] method. It is worthy to note that the DLSNUC and ICSRN focus to suppress the stripe nonuniformity. Therefore, we retrain the DLSNUC and ICSRN to handle the mixed noise scenario. As for the simulation data, 4000 frames For the test dataset, Set12 dataset was used for thorough evaluation, it is worthy of note that the test dataset is widely used to be benchmark in most image denoising and restoration works and not included in the training dataset. In order to investigate the noise reduction performance under different noise strength, gain noise with mean 1 and standard deviation of 0.04, 0.08, 0.12 and offset noise with mean 0 and standard deviation of 5, 10, 15 are respectively applied on the test dataset.
Followed that, the proposed CNN model for blind FPNR task is trained over 50 epochs using the adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) optimization method [47] with mini batch 128. The learning rate is initially set to 0.001 and then decreased by the factor of 10 every 25 epochs. For weight initialization, we use the 'he_normal' initializer described in [48] . All experiments are carried out in Keras package with the tensorflow backend. The training takes about 10 hours on two NVidia 1080Ti GPUs.
Analysis of Network Architecture
In this section, we perform an ablation study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed CF-Conv unit and SCNAU in the proposed method. Each of the components is added one by one to the network and the results for each configuration are involved in the comparison.
Effectiveness of the CF-Conv Unit
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the CF-Conv unit, we arrange special experiments to compare the proposed CF-Conv unit with the traditional single-scale 3×3 (Conv (3)) as well as the multi-scale 3×3+5×5 (Conv(3-5)) and 3×3+5×5+7×7 (Conv(3-5-7)) convolution filters by implementing the same blind FPNR task on the same test dataset. Figure 6 shows the PSNR curves for each configuration of convolution filters. As can be seen, the traditional multi-scale Conv(3-5) and Conv(3-5-7) achieve higher PSNR than single-scale Conv (3) but suffer from lower coverage speed. In contrast, the proposed CF-Conv unit converges more swiftly and achieves over 1dB promotion in PSNR than any other convolution filters. This phenomenon validates that the dilation, sub-pixel and standard convolutions play a complementary roles in feature extraction. and Channel NAU (CNAU) are shown in Figure 7 . It is clear that SNAU and CNAU achieve higher PSNR than the baseline model without NAU, such a result embodies the effectiveness of the attention mechanism. Furthermore, the SCNUA reaches the highest PSNR over other methods. The reason lies in that the SCNAU extracts noise related feature maps from both of spatial and channel perceptive which is beneficial to separate the FPN and the scene detail related features more accurately. The SCNAU makes the proposed CNN-FPNR method maintain a better balance between the FPN suppression and scene detail preservation, which directly leads to a promotion of PSNR over 0.5dB. 
Simulation with Artificially Corrupted Image Sequences
In this section, sequence 1 is artificially corrupted by FPN according to Equation (1), which is then employed to evaluate the calibration accuracy and convergence rate of different FPNR methods. In order to assess the calibration accuracy in various noise strength, the stripe gain noise with mean 1 and standard deviation g σ from 0.08 to 0.12 is firstly applied to the raw sequence 1, and then the offset noise with mean 0 and standard deviation o σ from 5 to 15 generated as realizations of independent and identically distributed (iid) Gaussian random variables is further added to the stripe gain noise corrupted sequence 1.
Analysis of Correction Accuracy and Convergence Rate
In the following experiments, PSNR and roughness index [49] are utilized to assess the quality of the calibrated image. The roughness index ρ is defined as In contrast, the proposed CNN-FPNR achieves relatively minor PSNR reduction without any parameter regulation for changing noise level. Figure 8 , the PSNR for traditional NN-FPNR, FA-FPNR and TV-FPNR method have continued to grow for about 1000 frames before convergence. In contrast, the PSNR curves of the deep learning based methods do not require any convergence stage and achieve an amazing promotion up to 5dB over the traditional SB-FPNR methods. Moreover, it is worthy to note that the proposed CNN-FPNR method achieves nearly 1dB promotion over the deep learning based DLSNUC and ICSNR, which is benefit from the much richer details preserved by using the specially designed CNN model based on the coarse-fine grained feature extraction and spatial-channel attention strategy.
Roughness index generally reflects the effect of calibration from the other perspective. As can be seen clearly from the roughness curves plotted in Figure 9 , the NN-FPNR, FA-FPNR and TV-FPNR method decrease slowly and their convergence processes last about 1000 frames. Similar to PSNR curves, the proposed CNN-FPNR method obtains significant lower roughness index value throughout the calibration process, this fact further proves that our proposed FPNR method remove the FPN noise more efficiently. The visual effects of various FPNR methods are shown in Figure 10 (c)-(h). From Figure 10 (c)-(e), we can observe blurred edges and details as well as more or less residual FPN in the outputs of NN-FPNR, FA-FPNR and TV-FPNR method. Even though the DLSNUC and ICSRN method preserve more image details than traditional SB-FPNR, it is struggle to remove the FPN thoroughly.
The strong stripe noise residue area is marked out with red rectangle. In contrast, the proposed CNN-FPNR method can simultaneously suppress the FPN and recover sharp edges and yields visually pleasant results. The main reason is that the deep learning based CNN-FPNR method has the ability to integrally extract and fuse multi-grained features as well as separate the noise and scene detail features precisely from the training process, which helps to predict more accurate calibration parameters to preserve details while smooth out noise. In addition, we further implement visual effect comparison on sequence 2, which provides the outdoor building scene involving sharp edges. The results of various FPNR methods are shown in Figure 11 . As can be seen, the NN-FPNR, FA-FPNR, and TV-FPNR still suffer from the noise residue artifacts in the corrected results, the DLSNUC and ICSRN produce obvious detail loss on the window frame which is marked out with red rectangle. In contrast, the proposed CNN-FPNR method more thoroughly suppresses the FPN without destroying the intrinsic structure of the image, which yields more sharp and clear details. In conclusion, the proposed CNN-FPNR model exhibits the most prominent performance in various scenarios. 
Comparison of Deghosting Performance
Traditional SB-FPNR methods are motion-dependent and easily affected by extreme scene, which makes most of them face the problem of ghosting artifacts. These artifacts are generally generated when global scene or partial content of the scene slows down or abruptly halts. In this section, the deghosting performance of different FPNR methods is qualitatively evaluated with artificially corrupted sequence 1. The calibration results of various FPNR methods for 1210th frame are shown in Figure 12 (c)-(h), respectively. From Figure 12 (c) and (e), we can clearly observe serious ghosting artifacts, which are mainly resulted from the inaccurate estimate of the calibration parameters by using local mean filter. In view of this, the TV-FPNR suppresses most of the ghosting artifacts by minimizing the total variation penalty but still remains obvious residual noise in its output. As shown in Figure 12 (f)-(g), the DLSNUC and ICSRN methods overcome the ghosting artifacts but residue some dense stripe and excessively smooth the details (such as the wrinkle marked out with red rectangle). In contrast, our proposed CNN-FPNR method produces more accurate calibration results without any ghosting artifacts and preserves more image details. 
Results on Real Infrared Sequences
To further verify the practical effectiveness of different methods, we adopt two real noisy infrared sequences called sequence 3 and sequence 4 to contrast the performance of proposed CNN-FPNR with NN-FPNR, FA-FPNR, TV-FPNR, DLSNUC and ICSRN. Since the ground truth radiation is not available for the observation, we carry out the performance test with the objective roughness index (ρ) and subjective visual effect. Moreover, the DLSNUC and ICSRN methods prevent the ghosting artifacts but still blur the edge.
Visual effect of various FPNR methods
In contrast, the proposed CNN-FPNR method suppresses the FPN more thoroughly and preserves more scene details, which yields visually pleasant results without any ghosting and other annoying artifacts.
(a) 13 . Calibrated results of varies FPNR method for the 270th frame in real infrared sequence 3. 
Comparison of Over Smooth Suppression
As for traditional SB-FPNR methods, over smooth effects generally arise when the scene has halted for quit a time, but the calibration parameters are still iteratively updating. In order to verify the over smooth suppression capability, we respectively apply NN-FPNR, FA-FPNR, TV-FPNR, DLSNUC, ICSRN and CNN-FPNR upon real noisy sequence 4 and take the calibration results of 1046th frame shown in Figure 14 as an example. As can be seen from Figure 14 
Quantitative assessment of various FPNR methods
The performance assessment for the averaged values of the whole calibrated frames belonging to each of FPNR methods are listed in Table 4 . In this assessment, the SB-FPNR methods were tuned to pursuit the best performance with a trade-off between convergence speed and stability.
Furthermore, the gain noise calibration parameter and offset noise calibration parameter of SB-FPNR methods were initialized with one and zero, respectively. From the testing results, we can see clearly that the traditional SB-FPNR methods obtain the relative larger roughness. In addition, the DLSNUC and ICSRN further suppress the FPN, which is affirmed by smaller roughness. In contract, the proposed CNN-FPNR method obtains the smallest reported mean roughness value among all of the FPNR methods. This fact reveals that the proposed CNN-FPNR method suppresses the FPN more effectively in practical application. 
Conclusion
In summary, an innovative cascade CNN based FPNR method was proposed. Unlike traditional FPNR methods which determine the calibration parameters via reference radiation or inter frame motion, the proposed CNN-FPNR method can directly implement the single frame blind FPNR task without complicated parameter tuning. With special coarse-fine convolution (CF-Conv) unit, the proposed CNN model picks more complete cross-grained features to improve the calibration accuracy. In addition, an elaborate spatial-channel noise attention unit (SCNAU) is presented to further separate FPN and real scene related features, which maximizes the noise reduction and detail preservation effect. The experimental results on both of simulated and real infrared data validate that our proposed CNN-FPNR method yields outstanding precision and sharper visual effect without perceptible ghosting artifacts and over smooth effects.
